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This morning I feel dirty, ashamed and guilty. Well, alright. I feel that way every morning, as a matter
of fact, but today I have a reason. Last night I sat through (well, I didn’t sit, but kind of paced around)
the emotional finale of Discovery’s Pitchmen. Uhhh…I just feel gross. This was a channel surfing
moment of weakness. The Tigers had lost during a day game at Oakland and I couldn’t take an hour
of Rachel Maddow’s high brow humor. So it was that I found myself watching a show about
salesmen Anthony Sullivan and Billy Mays and their jacked up egos. Like last week’s Jon and Kate

weeper, this was just a way for the network to wring one last episode out of a
show that had clearly coughed up it’s last platitude. Thom Beers, the
producer and voice-over star drones forward in an attempt, any attempt, to
make the idea that guys selling car wash clothes is exciting. Beer’s touching
narration of the life and impact of Billy Mays was particularly cringe-worthy
because it was the voice of a guy with a show that has crashed and burned
within the last three days. The power of the show was Billy and without him it’s

just an Englishman and a bunch of shammies. My wife was impressed, however, that Mays’ father
turned out to be Kenny Rogers.

So Michael Jackson tanked on hospital grade anesthetics? He was in wonderland long before he
asked to be buried there. Let Diana Ross have the kids. They can drive her around so that she

avoids the pesky dui problem. Don’t let Pappa Joe get them kids! He’ll trot
them out as the Blanket Kids and whoop them with a belt so they dance
properly. Onward and upward.
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